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Abstract

Background. The activity of uncoupling proteins have been reported to be associated with obesity and energy metabolism, and it is hypothesized that sequence variation in this gene might contribute to the pathogenesis of type 2 diabetes mellitus.

Objective. To investigate the association of the UCP2 Ala55Val polymorphism with blood glucose level and anthropometric status.

Methods. In a cross sectional study, 287 participants (179 male; 108 female) from Legian Village, Kuta, Bali, were enrolled. The UCP2 Ala55Val (C544T) polymorphism was detected by PCR-RFLP method. Fasting and 2 hours postprandial blood glucose were measured. Anthropometric status including body mass index (BMI) and waist circumference were taken. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to test the equality of continuous variables. To compare categorical variables, a chi-square test was employed.

Results. The genotype frequency of the C/C (Ala/Ala), C/T (Ala/Val), and T/T (Val/Val) are 44.9%, 45.6%, and 9.4%, respectively. The minor allele frequency of the T (Val) allele is 32%. Individuals with the T/T (Val/Val) genotype have higher incidence of diabetes mellitus than those with the C/C (Ala/Ala) or C/T (Ala/Val) genotypes: 18.5%, 7.03%, and 6.92%, respectively (p=0.038). No significant associations were observed between Ala55Val polymorphism and obesity based on BMI and waist circumference determination.

Conclusion. The UCP2 Ala55Val polymorphism was associated with diabetes mellitus in a Balinese population of Legian Village, Kuta, Bali. No significant association was observed between Ala55Val polymorphism and obesity.
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Introduction

The investigation of heritable susceptibility to disease is an effort to associate disease phenotype with underlying genotype. Significant technological advances for identification of single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) have further strengthened research methodologies for genetic analysis. Association studies are the most widely used for identifying susceptibility gene(s) to advances in understanding the pathophysiology of disease. The simplest sort of association study count the frequency of each allele at a polymorphic marker and association exists when the allele frequencies differ between subject with disease and subject without disease.1

Uncoupling proteins (UCPs) are mitochondrial transporters present in the inner membrane of mitochondria. They are found in all mammals and in plants. They belong to the family of anion mitochondrial carriers including adenine nucleotide transporters. Uncoupling proteins (UCPs) reduce adenosine triphosphate (ATP) generation by separating oxidative phosphorylation from ATP production, and the energy is released as heat. The protein carrier catalyzes the regulated movement of protons across the mitochondrial inner membrane in brown adipose tissue, generating heat, and is therefore called UCP. The term “uncoupling protein,” was originally used for UCP1 that resides on chromosome 4q31, which is uniquely present in mitochondria of brown adipocytes, the thermogenic cells...
that maintain body temperature in small rodents. UCP2, ubiquitous and highly expressed in the lymphoid system, macrophages, and pancreatic islets, was discovered in 1997. However, definitive understanding of its function has so far eluded investigators. Potential role include regulating fat metabolism directly and indirectly via effects on insulin secretion. UCP3 is mainly expressed in skeletal muscles. The activities of UCPs have been reported to be associated with obesity and energy metabolism. In comparison to the established uncoupling and thermogenic activities, UCP1, UCP2, and UCP3 appear to be involved in the limitation of free radical levels in cells rather than in physiological uncoupling and thermogenesis. Moreover, UCP2 is a regulator of insulin secretion and UCP3 is involved in fatty acid metabolism. UCP2 and UCP3 were both mapped to chromosome 11q13 in humans.24

The mitochondrial uncoupling protein-2 (UCP-2) has been proposed to be involved in the regulation of energy balance. Several reports have shown that deficiency of UCP-2 gene expression has been observed in obesity, a disorder that is associated with disturbed energy homeostasis.5,7 UCP2 was reported to be associated with childhood-onset obesity in African American, Asian, and Caucasian children.8

The onset of type 2 diabetes mellitus is preceded by obesity, insulin resistance, and impaired beta-cell function. UCP2 is expressed in a wide range of tissues including pancreatic cells, and several recent findings emphasize the hypothesis that sequence variation in this gene might contribute to the pathogenesis of type 2 diabetes mellitus. Work in transgenic mice suggests that increased expression of UCP2 decreases glucose-stimulated insulin secretion, thus impairs glucose homeostasis and increases the risk of diabetes mellitus.9 Support for the hypothesis that UCP2 is a negative regulator of insulin secretion comes from investigations using UCP2-/- mice that showed increased circulating insulin concentrations concomitant with reduced blood glucose in the fed state.10

In this study, we investigated the frequency of the homozygote C/C (Ala/Ala), heterozygote C/T (Ala/Val), and homozygote T/T (Val/Val). We also looked for the association of the commonly observed UCP2 Ala55Val polymorphism with blood glucose level and anthropometric status.

Subjects and Methods

A cross sectional study was conducted in Legian Village, Kuta, Bali. Subjects (aged 18 years old or more) were recruited from this village by stratified random sampling, and 287 (179 males, 108 females) participants were enrolled with informed consent (with the approval of the Faculty of Medicine Ethic Committee, Udayana University, and the Eijkman Institute Research Ethics Commission). Fasting and 2 hour - postprandial blood glucose were measured. Anthropometric status, included height, weight, and waist circumference (WC). Body mass index (BMI) was calculated as weight in kg divided by (height)² in m². Classification of weight by BMI and abdominal obesity by WC are determined according to the Asia-Pacific perspective redefining obesity in adult Asians.11 BMI classification was as follows: underweight (<18.5 kg/m²), normal (18.5-22.9 kg/m²), overweight at risk (BMI 23-24.9 kg/m²), obese I (BMI 25-29.9 kg/m²), and obese II (BMI ≥ 30 kg/m²), while the criteria for abdominal obesity were WC ≥ 90 cm in male and WC ≥ 80 cm in female.

DNA samples for genomic DNA analysis were isolated from Guthrie Cards using Chelex-100 protocol, as previously described.12 The UCP2 Ala55Val (C164T) polymorphism was detected by PCR-RFLP (polymerase chain reaction-restriction fragment length polymorphism) method, as described previously.13 Briefly, a 198 bp fragment of UCP2 exon 4 was PCR amplified using a pair of primer, 5’-CTGGAGTCGTCCATGTTGCTAC-3’ (forward)and 5’-CACCGCGTTACTGGGCGTGGT-3’ (reverse). This primer pair possessed mismatch bases to introduce a HincII site, which is used to digest the PCR fragment. The digested product was then separated on 3% agarose gel electrophoresis. The Val/Val genotype was detected by the presence of HincII site, resulting in 179 bp and 19 bp fragments.

The equality of continuous variables was tested by using the analysis of variance (ANOVA). Comparison of categorical variables was examined by employing the chi-square test.

Results and Discussion

Of the 287 participants enrolled, the mean age was found to be 46.6 ± 9.9 (range: 20 – 83) years. Three genotypes of UCP2 Ala55Val were found in the population of Legian Village, Kuta, Bali: Ala/Ala (C/C), Ala/Val (C/T), and Val/Val (T/T). The representative of the PCR-RFLP results are shown in Fig. 1A. Genotype frequency of the homozygote C/C (Ala/Ala), heterozygote C/T (Ala/Val), and homozygote T/T (Val/Val) are 44.9% (129/287), 45.6% (131/287), and 9.4% (27/287), respectively (Fig. 1B). Allele frequency of the C (Ala) allele in this population is 68%, whereas the T (Val) allele is 32% (Fig. 1C).

The characteristics of the study subjects based on the genotypes of UCP2 Ala55Val are summarized in Table 1. The mean BMI, waist circumference, fasting blood glucose, and 2 hour - postprandial blood glucose are 25.8 ± 4.9, 88.5 ± 10.7, 98.1 ± 36.7, 109.8 ± 56.1, respectively.

Indication of higher fasting and 2 hour - postprandial blood glucose were observed in T/T (Val/Val) genotype, as compared with the C/T (Ala/Val) or C/C (Ala/Ala) genotypes (103.0mg/dL, 98.1mg/dL, and 97.1mg/dL for fasting blood glucose; 115.9mg/dL, 109.5mg/dL,
108.9 mg/dL for 2 hour - postprandial) (Table 1). However, the differences between these genotypes were not significant (Fig. 2).

We then determined type 2 diabetes mellitus based on the levels of fasting and 2 hour - postprandial blood glucose. Individuals with BMI >25 kg/m² were considered obese, while male with WC ≥ 90cm or female with WC ≥ 80cm were included in the abdominal obesity group. We found that those with the T/T (Val/Val) genotype have a higher incidence of diabetes mellitus than those with the C/C (Ala/Ala) or C/T (Ala/Val) genotypes: 18.51%, 7.03%, and 6.92%, respectively (p=0.038) (Table 2). No significant associations were observed between Ala55Val polymorphism and obesity based on BMI or abdominal obesity based on WC determination (Table 2).

We have studied the association of UCP2 Ala55Val polymorphism with diabetes mellitus in the population of Legian Village, Kuta, Bali. Legian Village is a famous tourist destination in Bali. Being a tourist destination, this village has many hotels and restaurants serving local and western food, including fast food restaurants. Although the price of this western food is usually higher than local food, it has become familiar since tourism improves the economic lives of the people. This population has been chosen based on several considerations: first, they have been exposed to Westernization for more than two decades, and second, increased incidence of diabetes mellitus and obesity has been observed. Therefore this particular population would be a good model for an association study of genetic variation and disease. Association of the commonly observed UCP2 Ala55Val polymorphism with diabetes mellitus and impaired fasting glucose (IFG) among 3684 participants in the Coronary Artery Risk Development in Young Adults (CARDIA) study has been reported. In this study the Val/Val (VV) genotype had a higher incidence of diabetes than those having the Ala/Ala (AA) genotype (5.8% vs 3.3%; p=0.02), which is in line with our result (18.51% in Val/Val genotype vs 7.03% in Ala/Ala genotype vs p=0.038).

The effects of UCP2 variants, including the Ala55Val, on BMI and T2DM, as well as on insulin secretion in relation to family-specific factors, have been confirmed in various studies which include a case-control population study, a family-based association study, and a metabolic study of

![Figure 1. UCP2 Ala55Val detection and frequency. A. UCP2 Ala55Val (C164T) polymorphism was detected by PCR-RFLP method. The digested fragments were electrophoresed in a 3% agarose gel at 80 Volt for 1.5 hours, and visualized under UV light. M: DNA marker (λX174 RF/HaeIII), lane 1: PCR fragment (uncut DNA), lane 2: Val55 homozygote, lane 3: Ala55Val heterozygotes, lane 4: Ala55 homozygote. B. Genotype frequencies of C/C (Ala/Ala; 44.9%), C/T (Ala/Val; 45.6%), and T/T (Val/Val; 9.4%). C. Frequency of major C (Ala; 68%) and minor T (Val; 32%) alleles.](image)

![Figure 2. Distribution of fasting and 2 hour - postprandial blood glucose levels based on genotypes of UCP2 Ala55Val. Fasting (left panel) and 2 hour postprandial (right panel) blood glucose levels were plotted against genotypes. The 25 and 75 percentile coverage is indicated by the boxes, while the error bars indicate 10 and 90 percentile points. The horizontal line within the box is the median.](image)
individuals whose insulin sensitivity and secretory patterns were reported. In a Taiwan community UCP2 Ala55Val variant was reported to be associated with obesity and also with increased insulin concentration that may lead to insulin resistance. However, although the prevalence of obesity (73.42%) and abdominal obesity (61.03%) were found to be high in this study, no association was observed between the UCP2 Ala55Val polymorphism and obesity (high BMI) or abdominal obesity (high WC).

There are many risk factors that have been reported to be associated with obesity, and genetic variations are among them. Therefore, it is possible that the high prevalence of obesity and abdominal obesity observed in the population of Legian village, Kota, was associated with other genetic factors, such as the beta adrenergic receptor (ADRB) gene polymorphisms. Further study is needed to explore the possibility of the involvement of genetic variations as risk factor for obesity in this population.

Conclusion

The UCP2 Ala55Val polymorphism was associated with diabetes in the population of Legian village, Kota, Bali. However, there was no significant association observed between Ala55Val polymorphism and obesity based on BMI or abdominal obesity based on WC determination.
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